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Bejeweled Double Festooned Plus Skull for Girls by Chris Millar  
Courtesy, TrépanierBaer Gallery, John Dean, . 
  
Not even Santa's little elves could cook up this fabulous concoction. 
 
The creator of Bejeweled Double Festooned Plus Skull for Girls (2009) is 
Chris Millar, a painter of overflowing images (and imagination), who has 
taken to making sculpture in the round almost entirely out of acrylic paint. 
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This time, Millar has outdone himself by imagining a wacky, fantastical 
factory, located somewhere up there in the pale blue yonder. The items 
described by the title, the Bejeweled Double Festooned Plus Skull for Girls, 
are being manufactured, bejewelled and packed for shipping --decorative 
collector's skulls that can be customized to taste. All the steps in the 
production process are visible in the open, split-level structure, which is 
connected to Earth by a descending spiral staircase encased in a large, clear, 
acrylic cone, which forms the sculpture's base. 
 
"This is the most toylike thing I've ever made," says the artist, who is 32, 
and recently returned to Calgary after living for a time in Chicago. 
 
"It's a self-contained skull factory, including a kitchen area and a bathroom 
and storage. If I had had time and was a little crazier, I wanted to make a 
plumbing system underneath it with a water tank." 
 
Also in the factory is a die-cutting machine used to cut out the flat shapes 
that fold up into volumetric skulls, a conveyor belt for moving packed 
boxes, bags of scraps, bags of packing material, shelves of skulls, skulls in 
boxes, a toilet, a first-aid kit, a break room, an inspiration room, a lunch 
table under an umbrella, potted plants and garlands and, on the top level, the 
work table of the genius of the place, who is nowhere to be seen. 
 
An obsessive and endlessly inventive fantasy, the work is a multi-levelled, 
multi-coloured tour de force, which recalls the castle in the air of children's 
books, fantasy comic book spaceships and the architectural model, in this 
case one for an ironically whimsical project. 
 
"The best-case scenario," Millar says, "would be that somebody would 
actually want to build this." 
 
The artist's first free-standing 3-D work was Dave and Becca's Sunday 
(2008), a backyard idyll with folding lawn chairs, a picnic table and a six-
pack of tall pop cans. On the table is the fruit of the couple's creative leisure 
time, a sculpture-within-a-sculpture of a descending helicopter fashioned 
from nacho chips, each of which Millar cut out of a sheet of poured acrylic 
paint and applied to a tiny wire armature with tweezers. 
 
Millar's sculptural miniatures are an outgrowth of the 3-D appendages that 
began to sprout on the edges of paintings and morph into full-fledged objects 
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around 2006. Before Dave and Becca's Sunday, there was Millar's comically 
macabre Yubi Sushi (2007), a 3-D, life-size, severed finger on sushi rice, 
again made mostly of paint, and served up on a curved acrylic plate that 
cleverly doubles as a wall mount. 
 
Although each of these pieces is much smaller than the new work, which 
stands about 1.5 metres high on the floor at TrepanierBaer Gallery, each was 
in its own way a tour de force at the time. 
 
They are topped by the factory: here Millar constructs a complex, 
elaborately conceived, minutely detailed miniature world, which has unity as 
a sculpture and is both convincing and open to interpretation. 
 
Where Millar's paintings are aswarm with characters, they are absent from 
the 3-D work, in which their presences and behaviour can be inferred. The 
factory is empty of people and, except on boxes and stickers, there is almost 
no text, another prominent feature of Millar's narrative paintings. The 
sculptures are still about people, though, and what they do, their foolishness 
and their foibles. 
 
The initial idea for Bejeweled Double Festooned Plus Skulls for Girls 
hinged on the feeling of despair that attends the end of a relationship. Millar 
thought he would make a small work with the two skulls of dead lovers that 
were being engulfed by moss and vines and sinking into the ground. But the 
skulls he made did not seem at all despairing-- "They just felt kind of fun"--
and he became fascinated by the shape of the flat skull cut-out. 
 
One thing led to another, the way it does when he is making a painting. The 
decorated skull as a collector's item was born, along with the factory. First 
came the shelves of skulls, with their checkered and other patterns, then the 
die-cutting machine, then the bejewelling table and the cardboard boxes. 
 
"From there, I decided it would be more interesting sculpturally if it was a 
double-layered thing," Millar says. 
 
The story that develops could be an allegory of the artist in his studio. In 
fact, the upper level of this fantastical factory-cum-spaceship, where a hutch 
filled with miniature collector's plates echoes the shelves of collector's 
skulls, is like the artist's studio, and it is easy to imagine Millar himself as 
the captain of the guitar-shaped craft. 
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He can imagine the factory workers, little gremlins perhaps, who climb up 
the thousands of steps to work, but this seems more like an aerie for one, the 
artist who in his studio transforms the stuff of everyday reality into the 
delicious ironies of a parallel world. The products of the factory, and the 
factory itself, are Millar's meditations on the obsessive, labour-intensive 
(making this piece was a full-time job for seven months) nature of his 
process and the resulting body of work. 
 
He enjoys the irony that a factory as a model of efficient production is the 
opposite of his studio, which could be seen as a model of time-consuming 
inefficiency, as in cutting out every petal and leaf of potted flowers out of a 
sheet of acrylic paint with an X-Acto knife. 
 
"I think most of the meaning in the piece lies in the act of making these little 
things and spending so much time to make them," Millar says, "but I don't 
know how to talk about that." 
 
He is thinking about making a narrative painting based on the place he 
creates in Bejeweled Double Festooned Plus Skulls for Girls, and its 
inhabitants, at some point in the next few years. 
 
"I think it's sort of interesting to make the place first and figure out the story 
from there," Millar says. "If I do make the painting, it will be a pretty 
different process from my work in the past." 
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